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After progressive multiple sclerosis landed Dr Wahls in a tilt/recline wheelchair, she exhaustively researched
autoimmune disease and brain biology, and embraced the concepts of functional medicine. Dr Wahls
transformation was nothing short of miraculous, and she knew these treatments could be life-changing for
anyone struggling with an autoimmune condition. Now, Dr Wahls shares her pioneering study along with
three levels of nutrient-rich diets that will help you reverse the debilitating symptoms of your disease.
Determined to overcome her initial dismal analysis,, she produced a choice to depend on meals as her
medicine and begun using paleo concepts as guidelines for her unique, nutrient rich strategy. As her broken
biochemistry began to fix itself, Dr Wahls quickly retained full flexibility and left her wheel chair behind once
and for all. The Wahls Protocol offered Dr Wahls her life back again. Give it the opportunity to restore
yours.
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EVERYONE's health can be improved, honestly. Coconut became a favorite, as do avocados. I product with
many items, and have now totally gotten used to eating just twice a day, as well as eliminated my lovely
tooth! This is a shame. I believe I have a responsibility to help spread the word and get the info out
there.My fitness center workouts were best for some time but I started to hurt myself; I promise this
is simply not an overstatement.We started following an early, basic version of the Wahls Protocol the day
after viewing Dr. Like I stated this past year: try it, what are you experiencing to lose? I explored her
internet site, read and paid attention to countless interviews, and go through her first reserve Minding my
Mitochondria- and in November 2013 I started a more strict approach to lifestyle predicated on her
recommendations. It was hard for my wife to live with these adjustments and have to put up with my
fresh dietary restrictions, but I did so it anyway. I must admit I did Not necessarily experience anything
different at this point.In March 2014 everything changed. The Wahls Protocol was finally released (I had
pre-ordered since November).. My wife went from an average sleep performance of 78% to 96% through
the first two weeks, and stayed there ever since. I have already been on the Wahls Paleo (i.That's where
it gets interesting. Three years of self-shots of Betaseron, Avonex, and Copaxone did nothing to help me;
Just to give it a test drive. It's been three weeks today, and the results have been noticeable:- I have
RRMS, and am still in first stages of the disease therefore when I'm in remission, that is 90% of that time
period, I've no symptoms. Or so I thought!Is it worth it? These exact things likely have been developing
slowly inside me for years so I didn't even notice them until I they were gone! In ONLY three weeks I've
felt a genuine change and am honestly surprised of how different I feel. This new book can be an easier
read, but nonetheless full of Dr., and she details three different versions of the Wahls diet so anyone will
get a level they are able to learn to live with.e. intermediate degree of the dietary plan). We just need to
take some guidelines to greatly help with the healing process. She is slim, she goes to the fitness center,
and she will yoga regularly. This stuff may be the real offer. She also began on a strict version of the
Wahls Paleo. She uses a Polar Loop Activity Tracker on a regular basis, and this has showed results
currently. In this publication, Dr Wahls switches into detail about every part of the dietary and lifestyle
changes she recommends, which include supplements, exercise, electric stimulation, meditation, etc. She feels
a lot more rested and the Polar Loop is in fact measuring and displaying these outcomes as concrete data.
Additionally, she used to get headaches at the job about once weekly, and hasn't had a single one since
following the Wahls Paleo.APRIL 2015 Upgrade: My own body loves eating the Wahls Paleo In addition way.My mother is 54 yrs . old. You be the judge: my last relapse was over this past year, I can now bike for
45mins and totally withstand temperature sensitivity, I could swim so long as I want to, I walked over
120,000 steps in a week last december during Christmas break (utilized a pedometer to maintain track),
I'm sleeping just like a baby, and, MOST IMPORTANT: I stopped my MS medication fourteen days back
(under my neurologist's guidance needless to say, and having sworn to go back on it if my position changes
negatively).e. Level 1 version) for three weeks. She actually is also slim and computes some. She has felt
distinctions in the standard of her sleep (nonmeasurable though because she has no tracking gadget), BUT,
she's always had sinus complications and offers sinusitis on a very regular basis, and generally gets head
aches (I'm talking several times weekly), and these have been gone. Not reduced; Better Health Very good
protocol for healing your body. For the past week . 5 she hasn't had one headaches or one sinus issue. More
motivation to stage it up. I was merely waiting to die.Once again these are preliminary results once we
have just been on the diet for three weeks. I've read the ebook edition, and can't wait around to have the
print publication in my own hands this weekend to devour and mark up! But I am convinced this publication
can change anyone's life if you are willing to give it a try.After a year, a friend wanted to drive me to the
fitness center again, so I started training a bit, and she helped me move between machines. Just provide it
a one-month trial to discover if you feel different. I assure you will not regret it.I will update this review
after a while to comment on any other progress that could occur.. I gave the publication a first read in

under 24 hrs and instantly had ten instances more info.----- Update March 20, 2015 -----So after roughly
a 12 months of following ideas in this publication, I have learned a whole lot and really perfected my
lifestyle. I have now read many other books by Sarah Ballantyne, Dr. Perlmutter, Amy Myers, Jimmy Moore,
etc. Her experience and research into using lifestyle to modulate disease is certainly amazing and she
actually is a prime example of why her process works.. Wahls' ideas and recommendations a year ago, and
have strictly been on her Wahls Paleo Plus for a while now. Terry Wahls to begin with was because I've MS.
(I admit performing the 21-day Glucose Detox last year probably helped this last part). I now enjoy eating
and even cooking a lot more than I ever endured before, and my whole family is still reaping the benefits
from all of this knowledge.Just to detail a little more: I follow the Wahls Paleo Plus diet, mixed together
with the AIP just to make it a little more challenging. This means no nuts, seeds, nightshades, or coffee, on
top of Dr Wahls' strictest process. Wahls' personal knowledge validating.5-8.5 hours every evening. As it
happens, I in fact DID have fatigue problems and brain fog! She has been on the Wahls Diet plan (i. That is
a nice side-effect of consuming the delicious foods my own body needs (plenty of good fats, lots of organic
produce, and moderate amounts of animal proteins, plus lots of amazing spices and herbal remedies. Very
worth the purchase price! I have learned to listen to my body, and this may be the intensive nutrition my
body and brain needs to thrive. Wahls' TEDx Chat last October. And you will gain SO MUCH, you do not
know. And only I have been doing the electrical stimulation, meditating, exercises, etc. I go through
(scanned some parts) through the reserve yesterday on e-reader, and am wowed by the whole thing. This
has also helped to improve my balance. I am thrilled to completely read this new book, because I still have a
long way to move, and I am constantly researching to improve my amazing healing lifestyle. The publication
is indeed easy to read, in fact it is setup pretty much the way I spent my 1st year changing my diet. I
loved reading Chapter 7 - Wahls Paleo Plus, because that is the method I basically eat now, strictly and
consistently. I don't care what other people state or think about this book, I am living proof these ideas
can work. I will devour every term of the publication, and observe what else I could tweak to boost my
results. It may take a lot more years to heal my entire body, check out toe, but I am individual. I love my
entire life, I am healing, I feel just like a brand-new person, plus I do have no cravings for my outdated
(comfort?) foods that probably were very toxic to my own body.This book is a huge improvement on the
first book, that was amazing, and was exactly what I needed when I was desperate and without hope
left. Dr. Wahls' first reserve, Minding My Mitochondria, transformed my life dramatically. I know it noises
hard to trust, but you need to try before you judge. Wahls passion for sharing this necessary information,
and getting it right. Her life reaches stake, and she wants to help as many people as she can - in my
opinion, it is apparent that book is a genuine labor of love for her. they made me experience worse. It is
also perfect for people like me, who are committed to it and want to go actually farther into their healing
up process, tweaking their diet, exercise, and including more electrical stimulation, meditation - whatever
they can do that can have a real impact on their health, if they are willing to invest in taking responsibility
for his or her choices.I've progressive MS and had spiraled down over the last 14 years. I in fact convinced
my partner and my mom to read the publication and follow different levels of the process with me for one
month. This is a good place to begin if you are not used to a Paleo lifestyle, and also those who have were
only available in days gone by but felt confused over details. I suffered from severe, debilitating fatigue,
24/7/365. I fell frequently because my stability was totally shot. I could barely walk without assistance,
or even lift my arms to brush my hair or teeth. I slept on the couch because I was as well exhausted to
drag my own body upstairs to sleep, or shower. I rarely left the house, except for appointments that I
couldn't defer any longer, or family celebrations with the our grown children. I finally eliminated my car
because my reflexes got slowed so much that I felt I could potentially be considered a danger to myself
and others.Eliminating my car was the cheapest point: lack of independence with absolutely no hope for the
future. It changed my entire life. Dr. Gardening was unthinkable.I actually finally bought a Vitamix (I

stopped juicing - I want the nutrition in my own body) and We still use it every single day time for getting
a huge amount of veggies and berries. My husband, whose busy profession took a lot of his time, did the
very best he could, which designed my diet was mainly easy processed meals or take-out. I acquired become
totally isolated. It had been a sad way to live. It sounds ridiculous to say this happened because of
modifying her diet for three weeks, but I swear it is the truth!A few weeks after I sold/gave my beloved
Prius to my son, my child urged me to consider some doctor that had MS and wrote a book about how she
healed herself with diet. Sigh. Another diet. Yeah, correct. This was over two years ago. I found Dr. Wahls
TEDx chat - and I was motivated so much I purchased her initial book. But I love my daughter, therefore
i searched online.My entire life began to change within 3 days of reducing grains and sugars and eating more
produce. I had hook upsurge in energy, and cleaned a tiny spot of kitchen counter between your sink and
the coffeemaker. Did I just do that? Even my husband noticed. Wahls has done for the MS community.
Treadmills are alright in bad weather, as lengthy as I have my music. This is actually the first time she's
gone ten days direct with no headaches in years.FiveFingers Womens Bikila Evo I had stopped feeding on
white potatoes, and shortly started staying away from soy, legumes all processed and packaged foods. I
take full responsibility for my healing. I was moving a lot more, cooking my recovery foods, and shopping
with a computerized cart, so I could sit. Ultimately I graduated to my walker (with a chair), since it felt
good to go again. What are you experiencing to lose? Finally I started taking my walker, and then made my
husband buy a car so I could possess his Prius - I required my independence back, and I was prepared. I
also realized increasingly more how I needed to be strict and consistent with the foods I ate. I avoided
consuming ALL grains, sugars, dairy, processed/packaged foods, soy/legumes, rice. I just ate my 9-12 cups
of organic produce and well-sourced animal protein - fish, poultry and meats and their organs, body fat and
bone broth, plus some seaweed/dulse, nuts/seeds (and their milks, natural oils and butters). I admit it's
very most likely that the only reason I even heard of Dr. Even though I'm definitely NOT grateful for
having this disease, I must say i believe my family members, future children and I obtained the most
valuable details we've come across as a consequence of my MS. I could barely remember how exactly to
walk, because my own body was so smudged. I started working with a personal trainer at the gym, after
he actually convinced me that he could wake up my severely weakened muscle tissue, when giving me a free
of charge hour-very long evaluation where I could not even do a squat, or get right up from the floor. I
enrolled in hour-long sessions, 3 times a week, that i still do even today (about 10 months right now). This
also has been life-changing for me personally. I can today walk unassisted, I don't fall and I just use my
walker at the fitness center where I work myself to exhaustion, but I recover very quickly. I can now
execute a deadlift with 115 pound excess weight, I can squat, carry bags of groceries upstairs, and
consider many different classes at the fitness center, with adjustments, such as Zumba, spinning, step,
yoga, Pilates, and I love to walk outside to get the fresh air and sunshine. Within per month I noticed my
balance was somewhat improving. I didn't make, shop, or ever clean the house. Oh, so good! I even wear
Vibram I decreased dairy, and began juicing and producing smoothies to get my veggies and berries in.(toe
shoes) and avoid wearing any other shoes (my first trainer urged me to try them, I thought they were
hideous looking, but I tried some on - wow ). I fell in love with them. and I've at least 10 pair that I
wear almost everywhere: to the gym, shopping, even to weddings. We've probably all noticed you are what
you eat. I have ordered 2 print copies, and can share as much as possible. I've come quite a distance in the
last two years, and I will continue using what works for me personally. Failure is not a choice. I choose my
wellness .I started following Dr. A++++ defenitely not really a scam. As a naturopathic doctor and MS
individual myself, I love her approach to this disease and also have seen similar outcomes in my practice
using her strategy. I've lost 90 pounds within the last 3 years since discovering Terry Wahls. I have a
positive attitude, I've wish, and I am my very own best friend now. I tried to buy all organic generate,
and eat only top quality crazy or organic, grass-fed seafood, poultry and meats. I really like my life. I really

believe in Dr. Wahls. I am a true Wahls Warrior! And she also claims to feel more energetic, which is
probably because of the more balanced diet and deeper rest. I have been on weight loss diets all my life,
and that was a struggle, because I could hardly ever shake my dependence on sweets, carbs, etc.I intend
to get back in to meditation, and doing more e-stim, and see if I can improve my exercises and diet even a
little. I weigh less than I did the 8th quality, amazingly. Today I feel better than ever, and that injection
I utilized to hate and make use of every week hasn't been missed for one second. I'll do anything within
my power to boost my health even more.)Terry also discusses the importance of moving our anatomies and
having strong emotional bonds with individuals in our lives. That last you have been harder for me in the last
calendar year, and the stress of it taught me a whole lot about how my body reacts to negative thoughts
in my own mind. Healing your body, brain and soul can be all tied together, in fact it is a wonderful journey.
This book is certainly changing me and I am hoping it helps numerous others! Lifestyle is amazing, if we
open ourselves to all the options.. She never gets sick and seems as healthy as you can be aside from the
occasional headache. Food and chronic conditions I don't have a chronic medical condition but I found the
info on the importance of body fat in my own diet helpful. It really is difficult to maintain with the
changing information on meals but I found Dr. I also swim every other day time, meditate and function my
core muscle tissues daily, and sleep 7. gone. I actually have a positive attitude more often than not, but I
knew I would never ski again, or hike, bike, or camp. Wahls is normally directly on the mark I loved this
publication and appreciate everything Dr. It had been different, and that little bit was enough to motivate
me to keep going., I've found countless Sites and Cookbooks, and I have even iOS Apps that produce my
life way easier (MyPaleoPal is great for tracking and suggestions, for instance). and my family wins as well.
I contact it my bible. Full of great info and easy to understand.. The human body can be amazing in its
resilency!readable I recommend this publication to anyone, not merely with autoimmune conditions. My
health bible. The diet does work, not for slimming down, but your health will definitely switch for the
better. EASILY had been suicidal I'd have gladly finished my entire life, because I acquired no energy still
left to live. Highly recommend to a person with MS or various other autoimmune disease as possible a life
changing publication for you. Interesting Not sure what we think This book will make history This book is
already saving many many lives, of individuals with MS or other chronic illnesses, but this is simply not its
main merit. You can find other valid alternative approaches to heal Multiple Sclerosis, but Terry Wahls is
bringing it to another level: she was a well-known neurologist before dropping gravely ill herself, she knew
how to do analysis and how exactly to organise experiments, which is the best shot we have had in quite a
while to make the notion of "healing with food" appropriate to mainstream medication.t is a shame that so
many thousands get chronic illness due to the unwanted effects of the medications we take, the poisonous
food we buy from the supermarket, the chemicals in makeup, toys, water, basically anything, and frequently
the same corporate passions who say they want to solve the problem contributed to create it (start to
see the evil pair Bayer/Monsanto) and there is ZERO analysis and zero interest from medical institutions.
This book can change all this. Life Changing! I've some numbness in my feet (less now than a few years
ago), and now I can experience the ground, instead of feeling like I am strolling on blocks of styrofoam.
This book alongside following the Wahls Protocol Facebook group have provided me a knowledge of what
that means beyond some pretty saying. Food and some other lifestlye adjustments addressed in the
publication are powerful..- My partner is a perfectly healthy 27-year-old woman. I need to also thank
Eckhart Tolle, author of 'The Power of Today', 'A New Earth', and his movies, for assisting me.Dr Wahls,
through this reserve, gave me my life back.
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